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PROGRAMME

Moderator

- Deborah Greenfield, Deputy Director-General for Policy, ILO

Opening Remarks

- HE Necton Mhura, Permanent Representative and Ambassador of Malawi to the United Nations

Global Partnerships on Universal Social Protection:

- Isabel Ortiz, Director of Social Protection, ILO
- Anush Bezhanyan, Acting Senior Director of the Social Protection and Labour Sector Manager, The World Bank

Country Experiences

- HE Charles Thebani Ntwaagae, Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Botswana to the UN
- HE Gabriela Martinic, Deputy Permanent Representative of Argentina to the UN

Discussion and Comments

- Roberto Bissio, Global Coalition on Social Protection Floors
- Wellington Chibebe, Deputy Secretary General, International Trade Unions Confederation (ITUC)
- Cormac Ebken, Senior Policy Adviser, Division for 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, Germany

Final remarks

- Eppu Mikkonen-Jeanneret, Senior Adviser for Global Social Policy Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland